Abstract. With the development of science and technology progress, electronic information technology has been accepted by the public, the network information popularization, Internet plus has also become a hot topic, the campus network has become the standard configuration of daily life and study, application of computer and mobile phone also will be more extensive in our life gradually eroded by the network today, network security issues more and more attention from all circles of society, has become one of the main existing problems of campus network. Campus network faces the problem of network security is becoming more and more serious, so how to effectively protect the network security problem, and more become the key problem, set up a firewall, anti-virus software, strengthen identity authentication and data encryption is the effective protection measures. In this paper the present safety hazards and protective measures of campus network are analyzed.
Introduction
With the increasing levels of China's economy, science and technology level is also in constant progress, the Internet has become an indispensable tool for practical production, including life and consumption and other aspects of learning, not the application of network, informatization level in China increased year by year, including electric providers on the real economy has brought no small impact. In the aspect of teaching activities, also gradually toward the informationization, modernization and internationalization constantly forward. Now the campus network has almost all over the country at all levels of the school don't, and constantly promote the development of the campus network, and other network situation, campus network with more knowledge exchange and sharing of information, the communication between teachers and students and research professional technology transfer and so on. The campus network for the school teaching activities and daily management work smoothly to provide a strong guarantee. But China's current campus network form Is not optimistic, in the network to bring us convenience, we should also clearly recognize that the current network virus, network security has become a problem to be solved in the campus network.
Analysis of security problems in campus network
User is much, the concentration is high and personnel more messy. Because students are a group of relatively concentrated, especially in some colleges and universities, little criterion thousands, tens of thousands of people, living in a small range, density, on the network is also a corresponding increase in demand, the now commonly used are Ethernet technology and speed requirements of large load, in this case will lead to once the virus appears, propagation speed is very fast, affected the number, range will relatively wide, appear this kind of circumstance is impact on the overall network security will be great.
User security awareness is weak. The object of the campus network the main face of the nature is on campus, and students use the Internet, the highest frequency is to play the game and download movies and social network chat, in use process, may inadvertently click on some links with the virus or rely on others, click the send to other people's pictures or links so that the network virus invasion. Because of the campus network is crowded, characteristics of fast speed, which makes the virus spread very quickly, affecting the normal operation of the entire network. In addition, because the 2nd International Conference on Electronics, Network and Computer Engineering (ICENCE 2016) student age, serious polarization, some students about network knowledge, do not think of setting up
